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Dear ''eu I, 

An of non, if I nod another month of six %Wag to prepare for 
going to N.1., 	probebly eet my files fairly well straightened Out. That 
is, it there were not elweyo other chores. The of thin morning will, 7 rtiak, 
interest you: I have arranged with, them for the Phil ftllissa to testify in 
New rIrlesea. He w111 haws hie original p;ctUre, including thoiw unpublizhed, 
will testify es hs woo 4ot -eked to by Liebalttr, end hie wife wil7. toatify 
to seainq the vreoident s heed go backward. I Will .1no hove n chnnce to go 
over his uepublished pictures with him. 

somehow Itttoched to the copy of the Osseld Dolls, erreat report 
I fffuni a tory of your very good 11/26/68 memo on Hoover's 11/24 statemalt„ 
sexit al-peered in the Mimeo. I believe he is o bit pouchy on this. Fe never 
did answer my mutest for e copy. It hod been pramisol, by phone, Fad newr 
arrtletd, so I wrote him. Yeu see, 1 believe they interceTtel I copy of —TI, 
tn which, or the first time any-Shore, the 7  charges were contained, but 
not yet tamed. 

I think I put this aside intending it as a reminder of tome kind 
or another. I hove been swore of month if not all the aontent*, hove one use 
the cited storieo, I think in '2.2„ and have often wondered (not as Thonpaon) 
on all thin tudgine:. Th?,  necktie port to also IrliereatinLI;. = h:ve not es 
yet reached any coowluoion an whut„ if anythinz, oll this leen': except they 
were all crooks. 

I else think 1 forgot thin it MST WIRT71-4 1f I did, I'll, 11-71,  to 
add it end would prefer to do aa aopuretely, heceuea not is end bre been typed 
for the offset ca arc ad Indexed. Therefore, only the not urgent chlages 
should be mode. The purpola of this lotter is to 'e yo when y:,u have time 
(is it wrong to stoune you ever do?), yr.m reread eal rething thin, in the 
light of what we hove since learned, and decide wh, ther you 11,, v* oey new 
thoughts*  rarheee, as captious, I might find b DISCO to include some of it 
under the appropriate documents in the eppendix. 

You my alto wont to r =geed the addition to tiiITE1 on what was 
omitted pima the ;MI reports, espaci,illy la the 1,ght of ii.o-veris tostimony 
on whet 3ohnson ordered hiu to do an4 the press a:emanate the% his 	tr,ve 
been the'definitive report, 

I 17:resume you know the Sheneyfelt copy o: the Sec:et Oerviee copy 
Was muhstituted for It es tx 204. hem) e3.1 Chia onniirnad, in vriting, end 
thibt file 5ear et n-ivica his not depoeited its copies in the hrunive, ms 
interpret 31rk's order to require. I have. tnie in eriting, too. 

lbarriedlY, 



Paul Poch 
2701 Ridge Road, Apt. 304 
Berkeley, Calif. 94709 
i!ovcmbcr 26, 1966 

Mr. Hoover's statement. of Nov. 25 does not, in my opinion, satisfactorily 

• answer the critics' questions concerning the perlormance and reporting of the 

autopsy of President Kennedy. 
First, let us examine Mr. Hoover'e interpretation of th FBI Suppleaental 

Report of Jan. 13, 1961k. He states that the doctors' early observation that 

the bullet had penetrated only a short distance into the President's back was 

. referred to "in conjunction with the laboratory findings" concerning the damage, 

to the front of the President's clothing "to point up" the "probability" that 

this early observation was in error. 
Frankly, I do not see how any such intention on the part of the FBI can 

be read into the relevant section of the Report,(entitled "Laboratory examinations 

President's clothing.") The first half appears primarily intended to show that 

traces of copper from the bullets allegedly used were found in the clothing at 

the back wound. The second paragraph deals with the throat wound. Since no 

bullet fragments were found in the clothing, why was the fragmentation of the 

bullet which struck the skull mentioned? The implication seems to be that a 

fragment of metal (or bone) from the last shot caused the exit wound in the 

throat. 
It should be noted that the latter interpretation was common in news reports 

apparently based on the FBI version of the shooting. (E.g., Nashington Post, Dec. 

18, 1963; NYT, Jan. 26, 1964, p. 56) 
Since the intent of the Jan. 13 report is not clear from its text, one may 

ask whether, in fact, the laboratory examination of the clothing did indicate 

that the bullet had passed through the body. The Warren Report, on the basis of 

the testimony of FBI agent Frazier, states that "although the characteristics of 

the slit established that the'missile had exited to the front, the irregular 

nature of the slit precluded a positive determination that it was a bullet hole." 

(P. 92) As Frazier put it, "that [the shape) is not specifically characteristic 

of a builethole to the extent that you could say it was to the exclusion of being 

a piece of bone or some other type of projectile." (5H61) Testifying on the basis 

of his examination of the clothing, he said,"I can say that this ho - e in the [front] 

collar area could have been made by this bullet but I cannot say that the bullet 

which entered the back actually came out here or at some other place because I am 

not aware of the autopsy information as to the path of the bullet through the 

body." (5H61) 
This unusually careful testimony, plus the text of the report itself, 

suggests that the Jan. 13 report did not mean to imply (or at least should not 

have meant to imply) that the laboratory examination "clearly" indicated that 

the medical observations were "probably" in error. 
Even if my analysiS is incorrect, how is one to interpret Mr. HOover's 

statement that " since the F.B.I. knew the commission had a copy of the official 

autopsy, its contents were not repeated in an F.B.I. report "?(Emph. added) The 

point at issue is not why there was no FBI report specifically on the autopsy 

report, but why the Jan. 13 report did not reflect the autopsy report. At best, 

the Jan. 13 report is supposed to have pointed up the probability that the 

original observation was in error. Yet the autopsy report, which the FBI admittedly 

had in hand, seems to be a much stronger statement, precluding the possibility 

that the original observation was correct. Is is customary for the FBI to hint 

that an observation is in error (by putting it in the.past perfect tense.and. 

"in conjunction with" a statement that may be a refutation) when it has solid 

evidence that it was in fact in error? 



Yr. Hoover's statement is inadequate in other ways as a response to 
questions that have been raisod. For zample, it may well be that thr FI 
obtained a copy of the "original uncut" ZapriAer fil and "reproduced this for 

. the commission, which since has turned it over to &lyla.,:tional archives." 
However, FBI azont Shancyfelt testified that he prepar.::d Comisoion Exhibit 
335, which he (inoorrcetly) described as tno 'I-majority° of the frk,,mes in the 
Zapruder film. As published by the Commission, four frames were spliced out, 
and two others wore printed in reverse order. Eo exnlanotion has ever boon 
provided publicly. Also, nr. Hoover's account of when and how the doctors 
decided that the bullet had gone through' the body is inconsistent with the 
account on pp. 83-69 of the Warren Report, but that is another story 
altogether. 

One would be much less suspicious of the entire investigation into the 
assassination if the FBI (or the Warren Report ad admitted, clearly and 
unequivocally, that they had made some mistakes. It is true that Cemmisuion 
staff membs,rs are now admitting that there mere loose ends, contradictions, 
mistakes, and misstatements. (For example, Mr. Lieboler has advised that the 
Dec. 9 FBI report was not "of principal importance," as the Warren Report 
had claimed.) How many more "imprecise" statements are there in the Warren 
Report, which will be acknowledged only when the critics turn up irrefutable 
counter-evidence? 

References: Statement by J. Edgar Hoover, New York Times, Nov. 26, 1966, p. 25. 
FBI Supplemental Report, Jan 13, 1964 (See Appendix B of Inouest.) 

" I, personally, feel that any finding of the Commission will not be accepted 
by everybody, because there are bound to be some extremists who have very 
pronounced views, without any foundation for them, who will disagree violently 
with whatever findings the Commission makes." 

J. Edgar Hoover 
May 11+,  1964 
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P. Hoch 


